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The Norfolk Southern Big 7s were the mainstay power units for the railroad’s coal-mining operations in the southern Appalachian region. They hauled the most coal tonnage in the country and were controlled by two of the most powerful Class I railroads in the US. Three types of
locomotive were produced: a B36-7 High Nose equipped with a 2,200 horsepower 4-axle, a B36-7 Low Nose with a 3,600 horsepower 4-axle, and a C36-7 ph2 GSC with a 6,100 horsepower 6-axle. The B36-7 and C36-7 were originally manufactured by the General Electric Corporation,
while the Low Nose was built in Canada by Montreal Locomotive Works. In 1986, the Class 1s were split between the two railroads, ending the production of the C36-7 (and ph2 GSC). Norfolk Southern Railroad acquired the B36-7s in the late 1980s. Today, the Norfolk Southern Big 7s are a
vital part of the railroad’s freight operations, working the Norfolk Southern coal route and supporting the company’s profitable intermodal and coal-by-rail operations. The GE Dash 7 is a four-axle, 4,000 horsepower AC6000C4C locomotive from General Electric. Based on the Dash 7, it is
the most powerful American AC locomotive ever built. The GE Dash 7 was manufactured by the American Locomotive Company in Schenectady, New York. As the successor to the U36B, the U36C, and the U40C, the GE Dash 7 was designed by John J. Raskob, the American Locomotive
Company’s first vice-president of engineering. The GE Dash 7 has an attractive appearance, with metallic fluted features on the rounded front nose and a large exhaust stack on the roof. The typical J-type cab helps to make the Dash 7 identifiable with its overall streamlined appearance.
3D Engine: 3D Engine allows engine parts to be changed, such as the exhaust, as well as to move them into position. Handlebar Unit: Handlebar Unit allows the cab to be pulled back so that the operator’s legs and feet don’t have to hang over the sides of the cab. Lights: Lights can be
turned on and off as required. Mirrors: Includes animated mirrors as standard, with

Project-Blemmyes Features Key:
Discover a unique and realistic railway set in 2011 at the main terminals of Bordeaux!
The historical context of Bordeaux, between the two world wars.
The freedom of movement allowed by the Trainz plugins, the Rail Designs and the train masterpieces, as well as the official Line Editor for the creators of the Track Painter : HLOG / HLOG Team
A large map with many stations
TrainCards overhauled to obtain the largest existing range of traincards

ZERO KEY REQUIRED
Trainz 2019 - DRG Class 05 is completely playable in offline mode and allows you to prepare your next journey from your desktop. Double click on the downloaded GameData.x64.exe file, you will find the GAME menu and then click on the Trainz 2019 >
Installation (Steam) option. From here : Choose your language and the destination.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ZERO KEY REQUIRED
Online and DRM-free
In online mode, you will be able to create your own global library of trains and markers as well as share with the community and contact other Trainz players.

Enjoy Trainz!

Steam Trainz 2019 / DRG Class 05
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